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die Kiinstler, Ope 68

The honor of mankind is in your .hands entrus.ted, 0 keep i t well!
It dies with you! With you ttts immortal!
The holy magic of the arts is part of God's universal plan,
vlhich gently leads us to the. ocean of God's great harmony.
Rejected by her epoch, unadorned Truth in Poetry will shelter
and find a home among the Muses I choir."
Whence in the splendor of her glory;
Rendered mor dread by beauty's veiling;
She will arise on wings of song
and vengeance take with sounds of victory
On her Tormentor's craven ear.

)

o

freeest sons of freeest Mothers
Strive ye to reach with firm fix't gaze
The radiant seat of loftiest beauty.
seek not to vie for other crowns,
On Thousandfold course of richest multiplicity,
Come, embracing all each other
To the throne of lofty unity.

'"

Lauda Jerusalem (Psalm 147)
Sing to the Lord, Jerusalem
o Zion, praise your God,
for he has put new bars in your gates;
he has blessed your children within them.
He has brought peace to your realm
and given you fine wheat in plenty.
He sends his command to the ends of the earth.
and his word runs swiftly.
He showers down snow, white as wool,
and sprinkles hoar-frost thick as ashes;
crystals of ice he scatters like bread-crumbs;
he sends the cold, and the water stands frozen,
he utters his word, and the ice is melted~
he blows with his wind and the waters flow.
To Jacob he makes his word known,
His statutes and decrees to Israel;
he has not done this for any other nation,
nor taught them his decrees.
Glory be to the Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
As it was in the beginning is now and for ever,
Amen.

The Celestial Country
Charles Edward Ives (1874-1954) was one of Americas most creative musical
pioneers. Born and raised in New England, musically trained by his father
and at Yale, Ives shunned the conventional musical world, and made his fortune
in the insurance business. He despised the tired musical forms of the past
and his composition introduced unconventional and unusual new ideas, the genius
and originality of which were never appreciated during his lifetime. The
Celestial Country, Ives' only cantata, was first performed in April of 1902,
at Central Presbyterian Church, New York, with Ives as organist, and not
heard again until 1972, when lost parts of the score were reconstructed by
John Kirkpatrick. Celestial Country, in Ives own words, "is not so experimental
or different from the accepted way of writing" as most of his works. Yet
glimpses of Ives' nature do surface; unexpected dissonance, rhythmic irreg
ularities, schmaltz, serious counterpoint, quotations of hymns, songs, and
marches, are characteristic of his writing. The cantata is in seven movements
(the middle two omitted for this performance) plus interludes, with text by Henry
Alford (1871).

